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SUMMARY
A powerful theoretical method has been developed which predicts the response of
simply-supported panels to turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations. This
method, in conjunction with the digital computer program presented, can also be
used to predict full scale structural response to turbulence, and for this case novel
methods have been developed to describe the empirical expressions for the narrow
band wall pressure space correlations, necessary for the computations. Experimental
success has also been achieved in setting up repeatable separated flow with small
longitudinal wall pressure gradients.
The basic experimental techniques for measuring panel response were developed.
Unfortunately, difficulty was experienced in constructing a sufficiently uniform
panel. Results for the panel actually used are given, but are thought to be
unrepresentative. Recommendations for further tests are put forward.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
As a typical space vehicle ascends through the atmosphere it is subjected to severe
fluctuating surface pressures which act as the major source of excitation for struc-
tural vibrations of the vehicle (Reference 1). Except for the first ten or twenty
seconds of flight, when the exhaust noise predominates, the dominant source of
unsteady pressure loading on the vehicle is due to pressure fluctuations in the
turbulent boundary layer of the flow. This turbulent boundary layer is mostly
attached to the vehicle but in some regions, in the vicinity of flares and steps,
the flow _s separated. Other sources of fluctuating loads are due to oscillating
shocks and wake and base pressure fluctuations. These other sources often interact
or couple with the turbulent boundary layer flow; however, an estimate of struc-
tural response, at least to a first order, can most easily be made by neglecting
such interaction and coupling. The total structural response can finally be esti-
mated by summing the responses to each source of loading.
Work is available on experimental and theoretical studies of panel response to
attached boundary layer flow pressure fluctuations (References 3, 4, and 5; also
see Bibliography, Appendix B). However, in general the agreement between
theory and experiment is not too good and is more qualitative than quantltat_ve
in nature. It appears at present that no theoretical or experimental work has been
published on panel response due to pressure fluctuations caused by separated tur-
bulent boundary layers. Separated supersonic flows are usually accompanied by
oscillating shocks. However the response of panels to sinusoidally oscillating
shocks has been analyzed in detail in Reference 2 and therefore is not considered
in this report.
The purpose of the work described here is to compare theoretically predicted panel
response to boundary layer pressure fluctuations with panel response measured in a
carefully controlled experiment. The intention is to initially confine the experi-
ment to attached turbulent boundary layers and then extend it to cover the case
of separated turbulent boundary layer flow. The total program of work has not
been completed and some of the experimental results measured are unsatisfactory;
however, considerable success has been achieved with the theoretical prediction
of panel response. Thus, it is felt valuable at this time to present a review of the
work to date indicating what has been achieved in the program both experlmentally
and theoretically and also where improvement can be made in the theory and ex-
periments to bring the program to a satisfactory conclusion.
In Section 2 of this report, details of the aerodynamic measurements of separated
flow and of turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations, as well as structural
measurements of panel response to acoustic waves and to turbulence, are given.
In Section 3 of this report_ theory is developed which predicts panel response to
turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations; discussion is also given as to the
parameters of the pressure field which must be determined for the theoretical
calculations. In Section 4, the theoretical computations of panel response using
the theory given in Section 3 and the computer program glven in Appendix A are
discussed. The report is concluded with a Bibliography in Appendix B and a
discussion of the acoustic damping problem of a panel mounted in the wall of a
wind tunnel_ in Appendix C.
EXPERIMENTALAPPARATUSAND PROCEDURE
General Discussion
The experimental measurements were made with the use of Wyle Laboratories' low
Speed Wind Tunnel. This tunnel is capable of operating at speeds of up to 150 fps
with a rectangular working section of 10 in. by 32 in. The tunnel is powered by
a 12 blade centrifugal fan mounted at the tunnel exit, and has a bell mouth intake
with a honeycomb to reduce free-stream turbulence. It was designed to be a law
noise tunnel in that the section of the tunnel, downstream of the working section,
as far as the expansion before the fan, was lined with foam rubber to absorb com-
pressor noise. A view of the working section of the wind tunnel, which was con-
structed from masonite and plexiglass, is given in Figure 1.
The measurements made in the tunnel can be divided into aerodynamic, and structural
response measurements and are discussed in the following two sections of the report,
respectively.
The aerodynamic measurements consisted firstly of mean velocity profiles and wall
static pressure patterns measured in the separated flow which was established in the
special adjustable section, constructed especially for the task. These measurements
were necessary, since mean separated flow measurements are sparse, unlike similar
attached flow measurements, and the response of a panel will depend upon the
parameters of the separated flow to which it is subjected. Secondly the aerodynamic
measurements included the overall level and frequency spectrum of the wall pressure
fluctuations for both the attached and separated turbulent boundary layer flow. The
other statistical properties of attached boundary layer flow which must be known
before panel response can be computed, namely the spatial narraw-band wall pres-
sure correlations and the turbulence convection velocity were not measured, since
these have been extensively studied by other workers (References 3, 5, and 6) and
are discussed in Section 3.1.1 of this report. However, this is not the case for
separated flow, and before panel response can be calculated theoretically for a
separated turbulent boundary layer it will be necessary to measure the Iongltudinal
and lateral narrow-band spatial wall pressure correlations and the velocity of con-
vection of the turbulence in the flow. These measurements have not yet been
completed.
The structural response measurements include measurements of the panel response to
grazing incidence and to normal incidence acoustic waves in order to determine the
resonance frequencies of the panel. Also the measurements covered the panel res-
ponse to attached turbulent boundary layer flow. Panel response to separated
turbulent boundary layer flow has yet to be measured.
The aerodynamic and structural measurements are now discussed in some detail in
the following Sections, 2.2, and 2.3.
3
Aerodynam ic Considerations
Aerodynamic Measurements of Separated Turbulent
Boundary Layer Flow*
The structure of the separated flow was first measured by using special adjustable
separated flow section shown in Figures 1 and 2. It was possible to adjust the
depth of the floor of the section, the angle of the floor to the horlzonal and also
the height of the step at the rear of the section. At the beginning of the section
a small aluminum flap was fitted, as shown in Figure 1.
Before each set of wall static pressure readings was taken, the separated flow section
was sealed off with tape as shown in Figure 2. The whole underside of the separated
flow section was covered by a pressure equalization box which was vented to the
tunnel static pressure, about 18 inches downstream of the rear of the section_ by a
series of holes cut in the flexible aluminum floor at this point in the tunnel. The
purpose of thls pressure equalization box was to eliminate a static pressure differ-
ential across the panel whose response was being measured, and also to reduce the
severe loads imposed on the adjustable parts of the separated flow section.
A series of static pressure holes were drilled in the floor of the separated flow
section, and connected to a multi-tube manometer as shown in Figure 1. Initially
the floor of the section was kept horizontal and the rear step adjusted so that the
cross-sectional area before and after the separated flow section was the same. With
the floor height as the varlable_ a series of measurements of the floor static pressure
were made by photographing the fluid levels in the tubes of the manometer (which
was tilted to 25 degrees from the horizontal). Mean curves drawn through these
readings are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
These readings suggested two types of separation. For small separated flow floor
depths (z) (see Figure 3) there was an appreciable pressure rise at separation and
a large pressure drop at the reattachment step. However, as the separated flow
floor depth (z) was increased (see Figure 4) the pressure rise at separation was
reduced and eventually became a small pressure drop; and the pressure drop at
reattachment persisted although it was reduced in magnitude.
The configuration with z = 3 1/2 in. (see Figure 4) was chosen for further study
since this configuration exhibited almost zero pressure gradient (8 p/Sx), over most
* Measurements reported in Section 2.2.1 were performed under contract
NAS8-11308, and are included here because of their relevance to the
overall study.
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of the separated flow section floor, (at least where it was planned to place the
panel under investigation). The choice of this configuration was made for two
reasons: first it removed a variable (8 p/Sx) in the study of the separated flow
itself, and second it removed the necessity of having a non-uniform static load
over the panel.
It was found that if a small protuberance of about 0.1 in. height was positioned
at the beginning of the separated flow section as shown in Figure 5, the static
pressure pattern was changed considerably for the same depth, z. The pressure
pattern with this step is shown in Figure 5 for z -- 3 1/2 in. This may be compared
with Run 7 of Figure 4. it is seen that there is now a pressure drop at separation
and a much reduced pressure drop at reattachment. The static pressure between
these two points is also lower, although the general shape is maintained. It is
interesting to note that such a protuberance also changed the velocity of the
reversed flow (this is discussed below).
Measurements of the velocity profile at five stations (see Figure 3) in the separated
flow were made with a United Sensor Probe, Type x - 125, for z -- 3 1/2 in. This
pitot-static probe is sensitive to both pitch and yaw and is shown in the upper part
of Figure 2. Three of the five traverses carried out are given in Figure 6. The
traverses (which were made with no initial protuberance present) indicate that the
reverse flow increases from about 20 fps at the beginning of the separated flow
section to about 50 fps at the rear of the section. The rate of shear is seen to
decrease from the front to the rear of the separated flow section and the mixing
region likewise becomes thicker in the same direction. In fact the flow is reminis-
cent of the mixing flow from a slot jet. Figures 7 and 8 show the velocity profiles
of the reverse flow at Station 5 (see 'Figure 3) measured with the Boundary Layer
Pitot Tube shown in the lower part of Figure 2. This pitot tube was constructed
from hypodermic tubing which was flattened to an outer dimension of 0.025 in.,
and an inner dimension of about 0.008 in. In Figure 7, the velocity profiles
(with and without an initial protuberance at the beginning of the separated flow
section) are shown for the flow immediately next to the floor of the section. The
flow was traversed from the floor to point 5 approximately one inch away from the
floor. It is interesting to notice that the effect of the protuberance is to consider-
ably increase the velocity of the reverse flow. Figure 8 shows the same velocity
profiles for the first one inch from the floor and thus show the reversed flow floor
boundary layer.
Measurements of Wall Pressure Fluctuations for Attached and
Separated Turbulent Boundary Layer Flow
A 1/4 in. condenser microphone was flush-mounted in the center of the floor of
the separated flow working section. The boundary layer pressure fluctuations were
measured first with the separated flow section floor in the flush position, so that
the flow was not separated and was a simple turbulent boundary layer flow. Figure
9 shows the power spectrum of the pressure fluctuations in one third octave bands.
5
Figure 10 shows the spectral density of the pressure fluctuations (measured with a
2 Hz. bandwidth filter and a total sweep time of 60 minutes).
In Figures 11 and 12, the power spectrum in one third octave band levels and the
spectral density of the pressure fluctuations (measured in the same way as above)
are presented, respectively, for separated flow with the separated flow floor depth
(z) equal to 3 1/2 inches.
It is observed that in Figures 9 and 10 the curves are not smooth and that there
appears to be a large low frequency content to the flow and also "discrete" fre-
quency peaks at 21, 37, and 59 Hz. This is not typical ofanormal turbulent
boundary layer pressure spectrum and the discrete peaks at first might be suspected
to be produced by the centrifugal fan. However, for a fan the fundamental tone f
is given by:
f = N _ Hz. (1)
6O
where N is the number of blades,
Q is the rotational speed in r.p.m.
For the tests described in this report, the fan was always run at high speed, i.e.,
= 1305, (21.75 Hz.) and was 12 bladed, i.e., N = 12.
12
Thus f = 1305 x - 261 Hz.60
It is seen that this fundamental frequency is much greater than discrete frequencies
observed in Figures 9 and 10.
The frequency peak at 59 Hz. is probably due to the main power supply, and that
at 37 Hz. is coincident with the fundamental tone of Wyle main compressor facility.
The peak at 21 Hz. is at the rotational frequency of the wind tunnel blower. Thus
it appears that all frequency peaks observable in Figures 9 and 10 can be disregarded.
The pressure spectrum presented in Figures 11 and 12 for the separated flow is relatively
smooth and typical, exhibiting only one small peak at about 23 Hz .- presumably again
the fan rotational frequency.
Measurements, made by other investigators, of the longitudinal and lateral spatial
pressure correlations and of the convection velocity for the attached boundary layer
case will suffice, however; for the case of the separated boundary layer, such work
still needs to be carried out, since it is unavailable in the literature.
2.3 Panel Response
A panel mount was machined from a rectangular piece of aluminum measuring
18 1/2 in. by 32 in. by 3/8 in thTck. The panel mount was stiffened by the
addition on its undersurface of four 1 inch angle sections. A 1/2 inch layer
of "Vibrodamper" damping compound was also applied to the undersurface of
the mount to Further reduce vibration.
Flow
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Panel Mount.
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A 4 inch by 8 inch hole was cut in the panel mount, as shown in Figures 13 and
14. Bordering this hole a 0.020 inch recess of 1 inch width was cut into the panel
mount. By using appropriate thickness shims, 6 inch by 10 inch pieces of metal
could be let in to this recess, producing effective panels, 4 inch by 8 inch as
shown in the above sketch. The steel panels were glued in position with epoxy
resin cement and, Finally, to guard against catastropic failure, held in place with
a few small screws. It was intended that this method of fixture would closely
simulate fully-flxed edge conditions. Several non-uniformities were observed in
the panels which had a tendency to "oil-can". Several panels were constructed
in an attempt to correct this fault, both 0.02 inch aluminum and 0.005 inch steel
panels being tried. Although later panels were improvements over the initial efforts,
surface wrinkling was still observable and "oil-canning" still occurred. The results
given in this report were eventually taken on the 0.005 inch steel, in spite of its
faults, as this was, at the time, the best available.
The vibration of the panel support, originally thought to be a problem, was reduced
by maklng it massively stiffer and treating it with "Vibrodamper" damping compound.
The fundamental resonance frequency for an unstiffened sheet of aluminum with the
7
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dimensions of the support (18.5 in. by 32.0 in. by 0.375 in.) calculates from
Equation (2) to be _ 134 Hz. The stiffened support would have a higher funda-
mental frequency.
Panel Response to Acoustic Waves Generated by a Loudspeaker
The response of a 0.005 in. thlch steel panel to acoustic waves arriving at both
normal and grazing incidence was measured. Figure 14 shows the apparatus for
a normal incidence test. Figures 15 and 16 show block diagrams of the electronic
apparatus used. The purpose of the tests was to determine the resonant frequencies
of the panel for comparison with theoretical predictions and with the response mea-
sured to boundary layer excitation.
Figure 17 and 18 show typical displacement/frequency curves obtained using the
apparatus of Figure 15 for normal and grazing incidence acoustic excitation re-
spectively. The Photocon PT-5 displacement transducer was positioned 0.010 in.
away from the quiescent panel to obtain these results. A static calibration (adjusting
the distance of the pick-up from the panel) showed that the instrument was linear
over +_0.002 in.; the displacement was thus limited to this range. This in turn
dictated an SPL of approximately 89 dB for the test setup, (see Figure 14) which
level was maintained constant over the range of 30 to 1,000 Hz. (by use of a com-
pressor system). No measurements were possible below 30 Hz., due to the inability
of the speaker system to produce sine waves below this frequency.
In all panel response measurements it was necessary to restrict panel displacement
to less than 0.005 in. ( the panel thickness). If the displacement of a panel exceeds
its thTckness it may begin to behave as a membrane instead of a plate thus introducing
non-linearTties which lead to theoretical difficulty.
It was found that the measurements of panel response to acoustic excitation were not
readily repeatable for supposedly identical panels and even repeated tests. This may
be attributed to several factors: possible "oil-cannlng" of the panel; possible poor
edge fixity; and temperature effects. Because of the relatively short period avail-
able for this whole project all these problems have not, as yet, been solved.
Further work is required in this area to ensure repeatability of the results and
resonance frequencies of the panel.
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2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
Simply-SupportedPanel
Fora slmply-supportedpanel, the undampedresonancecircular frequencyfor the
mn modeis given by:
m____ nT/ _/ E '= _2 h + (2)
m n 12 p (I - v2)
where:
a =
b =
E =
h =
m =
n =
p =
V =
panel width
panel length
Young's modulus of elasticity
panel thickness
number of elastic half waves in x-direction
number of elastic half waves in y-direction
panel denslty
Poisson's ratio
and taking the following values for the steel panel under investigation:
a = 4 in.
b = 8 in.
E = 4.07 x 109 lb./ft.2
h = 0.005 in.
p = 480 Ib ./ft. 3
v = 0.28
the panel fundamental resonance frequency is given by Equation (2):
flt = _11/2 _ = 36.1 Hz.
Clamped-Clamped Panel
For a clamped-clamped panel, the undamped angular resonance frequency for the
mn mode is given by:
mn
h
(see References 7 and 8)
where:
E i
12 p (1 - v s)
(3)
R = (b) 4 4 4 (-_-) 2 _nmn -'b" . a + a 2 • _ (4)m n m
where am and _m are resonance frequency parameters, for the m-th mode (see
definitions in Reference 8), and taking the values above for the steel panel under
investigation (and the following parameter values from Reference 8):
a 1 = 4.73004
= 12.302
I
then the fundamental resonance frequency is given by Equation (3):
fll = gll/2 _ = 73.7 Hz.
2.3.2
it is seen that in Figures 17 and 18, the fundamental resonance frequency seems to
be about 60 Hz. Thus, although, the panel was designed to be clamped-clamped,
from the above calculations it would appear that these edge conditions were not
quite achieved in practice.
Panel Response to Attached Turbulent Boundary Layer
Pressure Fluctuations
Figures 19 and 20 show the spectral density of the displacement of the center of the
panel subjected to pressure fluctuations caused by an attached turbulent boundary
layer (U o -- 144 fps). These measurements were made using the apparatus shown
in F_gures 15 and 16, respectively, with the exception that the microphone and
thus oscillator and "compressor" parts of the circuits were eliminated.
These two measurements were made with different panels (of the same dimensions)
and _t is seen that the results are not repeatable. In particular, it is observed that
one resonance which appears at approximately 125 Hz. in one measurement does
not appear in the other. A two Hz. bandwidth filter was used for these measure-
ments and a sweep time of greater than 30 minutes was employed. Due to non-
repeatabillty of measurements further effort will have to be expended in determining
the reasons and eliminating them in future experiments.
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3.0
3.1
THEORETICAL PANEL RESPONSE
In this section of the report, the equations necessary to determine the response
of panels to boundary layer pressure fluctuations are derived from first principles.
These equations are given, in part, in Reference 3; however, for the sake of
completeness they are also included herein, parts of the derivations being g_ven
more extended treatment to aid in clarity. In section 3.1, the equations giving
panel response to random pressure fluctuations are derived, the method followed
is in part similar to that of Reference 9, and the equations derived are identical
to those obtained by Powell in Reference 10, J see Equations (4.3) and (5.4)] .
However, in this section the equations are believed to be derived in a manner
which is simpler to follow, although perhapsa little less rigorous. Amore
rigorous treatment may also be found in Appendix D of Reference 11. In section
3.1.1 the statistical properties of the boundary layer pressure field which must
be determined in order to determine panel response are discussed and defined.
Finally in section 3.1.2 the response of panels to boundary layer pressure fluctu-
ations is discussed and the quantity, panel "joint-acceptance with the pressure
field," is given. This joint acceptance has already been derived and is given in
Reference 3; however, amuch simpler derivation is given in full in Reference 11.
Response of Panels to Unsteady Pressure Fluctuations
When studying the response of panels to oscillatory loads it is customary to express
the total response of the panel as a summation of the response of the individual
modes of the panel. Provided the structural damping is small the modes can be
assumed to respond independently to the pressure field and cross-coupling of
modes can be neglected. Thus once the resonance frequencies and mode shapes
have been determined, the problem is reduced to determining the responses of a
set of single degree of freedom systems. The equation of motion defining the
response of each mode is:
Mmn_mn(t) + Cmnqmn (t) + Kmnqmn(t) = Fmn(t) (5)
where: qmn(t) =
M =
mn
C
mn
K
mn
generalized displacement coord;nate of the mn mode
generalized mass = ph// f2mn(X, y)dxdy
x y
generalized damping coefficient = 2M g 8
mn Omn mn
generalized stiffness = M _2
mn o
mn
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Finn(t) = generalized force at time t
fmn(X,y) = normalized mn modeshapeof the panel
h = panel thickness
1$ = critical dampingratio for the mn mode = mmn 2Q
mn
(O
o
and the subscripts:
m
= undamped resonance circular frequency of mn mode
--- number of elastic half waves in panel in x-direction
= number of elastic half waves;n panel in y-dlrectlon
The displacement of any point x, y on the panel at time t, may be expressed
by the sum:
(3O
U(x'y't)=_'-_ qmn (t) fmn(X'Y) (6)
m=l
n=l
For sinusoidal excitation of the form:
i(at
= F e (7)Fmn(t) o
mn
where: F
o
mn
is the amplitude of the generalized force (a real quantity),
a solution of the form:
assume
lot-, /O/Oo/Iqmn (t) -- qo • e (8)mn
mn
where: qo is the amplitude of the generalized displacement (a real quantity),
mn
and ll3(_/{o ° ) is the phase angle between force and displacement.
mn
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On substituting Equations (7) and (8) into (5) and using the definitions for
generalized quantities given above, the fol lowing is obtained:
1 mn
qo [ ( ) (g/UOmn)/Q lmn M _2 I- 0_/_° 2 + imn o mn
mn mn
(9)
but for the amplitudes qo Ft O
mn mn
to be real quantities:
e'_(°_°°mn)['-_°_°o,mn,_-'(°'°omn)/Om°
quantity_ and by expanding the exponential term into sine and
it may be shown that:
tan_(_Oomn)= U/go ) Qmn( ran/
' (°/°o)'
mn
on substituting Equation (10) into (9):
F
o
mn (_ )qo = _ • H u°
mn mR mR
must be a real
cosine terms
(10)
(11)
where: H (u/u °
mn
factor
is the single degree of freedom dynamic magnification
I[- l /= , /_Oo/, _mnl \ mnJ/ mn (I 2)
and thus from Equations (7), (8) and (11)
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Fmn(t) H w/w e
qmn (t) = Kmn . Omn" mn
However, the actual displacement at a point x,y
frequency _ is given by:
on a panel due to a force of
Fmn(t'u) H g/Uo eWmn(X'y't;_) = fmn (x'y) K mn
mn mn
Now the generalized force is defined as:
/o/bFmn(t ;_) = P(x, y, t; _) fmn(X, y,) dxdy (15)
x=0 y=0
where: P(x,y,t;_) = the slnusoidal pressure acting at the point x,y.
The mean-square value of the actual modal displacement is from (14):
f_mn(X,y) F2mn(t;w) H2 (g/_Omn)
W2mn(X,y, t;u ) = (16)
K 2
mn
where the mean-square value of the generalized force is:
a b a b
F2mn(t;_) =/ f x,._=O /=0
x=0 y=0
P(x,y,t;_) • P(x', y', t;u). f (x,y)" fmn(X',y')dxdymn
(17)
where x, y and x', y' are two independent points on the panel.
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If the applied pressurescontain severaldiscrete frequencycomponents,then the
total mean-squaredisplacementdue to all frequencycomponentsis the summation
of the mean-squaredisplacementdue to eachfrequencycomponent. Furthermore,
assumethat the frequency content of the fluctuating pressuresis limited to a very
narrowband Au, so that u-A_ < _ < _ + A_, then the dynamic magnification
factor H _U/_o ) may be assumedTo be the same and a constant for all compo-
mn
nentsin this narrow frequency band Ag. W_th this assumption, only the mean-
square displacement W2mn(X,y,t;_ ) and the pressure cross correlation
P(x,y,t;g) • P(x',y',t;g) will vary with frequency in this band. Neglectlnga
rigorous mathematical proof, these two discrete frequency quantities are now
replaced by their narrow band random equivalents which contain all frequency
components in the Ag band, their equivalents having the form:
W2mn(X,y,t;g, Au) and P(x,y,t;g, Ag) • P(x',y',t;u, Ag)
Assuming now that the magnitudes of these quantities are proportional to Aw, so
that spectral densities may be assumed to exist then these narrow band quantities
can be replaced by the displacement power spectral density S (x,y;g) and by
w
mn
the pressure cross power spectral density Sp(x,y,x',y';_) respectively, (see for
instance p. 12 of Reference 12). Thus, using Equation (17), Equation (16)
can be written in the form to give the displacement power spectral density of
the mn mode:
S
Wmn(X, y/g)
Y>
K 2
mn
Sp(x,y,x'y' ;g) fmn(X,y)fmn(X',y')dxdydx'dy'
(18)
Now it is convenient to express the pressure cross power spectral density as the
product of a pressure spectrum level Sp(U) and a normalized to unity cross-
correlation function Rp(x,y,x',y';g) where it must now also be assumed that the
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pressurespectrum level is uniform over the panel surface. Making this subsH-
tution in Equation (18) and normalizing the range of integration gives:
fZmn(X,y) H2(g/_ )" Sp(g)" J2n(_)" a2 b2
°mn.
s (x,y;_,) = (19)
w K 2mn
mn
where: J2mn(g) (the joint acceptance for the mn mode):
Rp(_,_,_,';g) fmn(_,,_), fmn(_',_')d.qd_d_'d,_' (20)
where: ._ = x/a, ,7 = y/b, etc.
However, from previous definitions:
K = M J = (p)ab _ (,}2 (21)
mn mn o mn o
mn mn
where: _ =
mR
p =
Thus from (21) and
generalized mass fraction for mn mode
surface density of panel.
(19):
S (x, y;w)
w
mn
fZmn(X,y)" H2(_/g o )" J2mn(g)
mn
S (_) 12 2 _4P _mn mn
(22)
and summing expressions of the form of Equation (22) for all the panel modes
gives the total power spectral density of the panel displacement at a point (x_y):
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Sw(x'Y;U) _
Sp(_) m=l
n=l
f2mn(X,y)" H2(g/_ ° ). J2mn(g)
mn
2 2 g4I_ _mn mn
(23)
The power spectral density of the acceleration response
obtained from the corresponding displacement by:
S¢_ (x,y;g) can be
mn
S_(x,y;g) = _)4 Sw(X ' y;_0) (24)
3.1.1 Definition of Statistical Properties of the Turbulent Boundary Layer Forcing Field
Turbulent Boundary Layer Pressure Fluctuations
To calculate the response of a panel to turbulence it is seen from Equations (20)
and (23) that it is first necessary to determine the following properties of the
turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations:
ii)
iii)
The overall noise level
The frequency spectrum
The spatial correlation pattern and thus the convection velocity
of the turbulent pressure field.
In the theoretical calculations made in this report, the ratio of the power spectral
density of the response of the panel to the power spectral density of the pressure
field is calculated (see Equation (23)). Thus in order to calculate this panel
response ratio, it is first only necessary to determine the spatial correlation
pattern and the convection velocity of the turbulent pressure field. Finally the
actual panel response power spectral density may be obtained by multiplying by
the power spectral density of the pressure field.
The Spatial Correlation Pattern and Convection Velocity
The spatial correlation pattern of the turbulent boundary layer describes the way
in which the fluctuating pressures at different points in the pressure field are
phased in relationship to each other. For structural response calculations_ it has
been shown by Wilby (Reference 3) that it is sufficient to determine the narrow
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band spacecorrelation functions in the longitudinal (flow) and lateral (normal to
flow) directions separately. The productof thesecorrelation functions then
describesthe spatial correlation field.
The narrow bandlongitudinal and lateral spacecorrelation functions have been
measuredin wind tunnelsat subsonicspeedsby Bull (Reference 3) and other
investigators(References5, 13, 14, and 15). Thereis fair agreementbetween
the measurementsparticularly the longitudinal correlations; the lateral correla-
tions are not in suchgoodagreement. Typical correlation curvesare presented
in Figures 21 and 22°
It is seenthat the data in thesecurveshave beencollapsedon correlation
Strouhalnumbersof _g/U and _g/U where 4 and _ are the longitudinal
c C
and lateral separation distances, respectively, g is the angular frequency, and
U is the convection velocity of the pressure field.
C
It is possible to obtain good empirical fits for the experimental data and for the
calculations in this report, these have been taken as:
and
Rp(4,0,O;_) = -0. I (141 /Uc)e cos (4_a/Uc) (25)
Rp(O,_, O;g)
: e-0.715 (l Jl c) (26)
where R in Equations (25) and (26) are the longitudinal and lateral narrow
P
band space correlation coefficients (with time delay zero).
Agreement between different measurements of Rp(4,0,O;g ) is good, and
Figure 21 shows a typical result extracted from Reference 5. In Reference 15,
Bakewell obtains the same result as Equation (25) with the coefficient of the
exponential changed from -0.1 to -0.112. However, using a slightly different
method Bull, in Reference 3, obtains an identical result to Equation (25) as
follows:
The narrow band correlation coefficient is
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Qp (,_, _,'r ;_)
Rp(_, _', "r ;w) = Qp(O, O, O;g) (27)
where Qp( ) signifies the double pressure space-time covariance for a
homogeneous wall pressure field. However, Equation (27) can be rewritten as:
Rp(_,_,'r ;_) = CP(_'_' _) l cos (_ + a)Cp(O,O,_) (28)
where Cp( ) is the cross spectral density of the pressure fluctuations and
the phase angle of the cross spectral density.
It may also be shown that:
a is
a U
C
which gives, on substituting into Equation (28), and for _ = 0 and "r -- O:
,p(O,o, _) (29)
but from Equation (28):
¢ (_,o,_)
I Rp(_'O' "r ;°_)l = ¢p(O,O,g)P (30)
Bull has made measurements of the amplitude of the correlation coefficient given
by Equation (30) (see F gure 23). He also shows that a good assymptotic fit to
the data at high frequency is given by:
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I j -0 l l l/U cRp(_,O, _ ;g) = e " (31)
On substituting Equation (31) into (30) and then into Equation (29), it is
observed that Equation (25) is again obtained.
In Figure 22 data from three separate experimental subsonic studies for lateral
narrow band space correlations are given; a theoretical curve is also given. It
is noticed that there is considerable scatter. However, two investigators find
that
R (0, _;_)
P
-0.7_ _/U
= e c
is a good fit to the data and the fit which Bull obtains (in Reference 3), namely
Equation (26), ;sused in this Report.
It should be noticed that the narrow band data presented in Reference 5 have
not been measured at values of _8*/U less than 0.2. There will be a lower
C
cut-off frequency (u), associated with an eddy diameter comparable with the
boundary layer thickness, below which the empirical relations given in Equations
(25) and (26) will become inaccurate. Thus, it is necessary to apply a weight-
ing function to Equations (25) and (26) to prevent longitudinal and lateral
correlation lengths and eddy diameters, associated with low frequencies, being
predicted by Equations (25) and (26) to be much greater than the boundary
layer thickness.
In Reference 3, Bull has measured the asymptotic values of the narrow band
longitudinal and lateral correlation functions at which the narrow band longitu-
dinal and lateral correlation Strouhal numbers _ _/Uc and w_'/U c , respectively,
approach zero, and these are shown in Figures 25 and 26. From these figures
empirical fits were obtained and correction-factors applied which change
Equations (25) and (26) into Equations (32) and (33) respectively:
where 8
] -0.265 I_I,'_Rp(,_,O,O;w)= e-O. I (I,_Jw/uc)cos(,_W/Uc) e
(32)
2O
' I,,,/uc)] -2.0 I_;I/6 (33)Rp(O, _', O;w) = e e
= boundary layer thickness.
It is seen both from Figures 23 and 24 and the empirical fits to these curves
[given by Equations (33) and (34)] that for eddies associated with low frequen-
cies, the lateral and longitudinal correlation functions are independent of
frequency, while for eddies associated with high frequencies the correlation
functions are frequency dependent. The demarcation between frequency
independence and frequency dependence may easily be determined from Equations
(33) and (34).
Longitudinal Correlation Demarcation Frequency:
This may easily be determined from Equation (33) by putting:
0.1 _l _/u : 0.26sI_1/_
C
= 2.65 Uc/8
or eddy wavelength (in stream direction):
21T
X - 8 = 2.37 82.65
;k _ 28
Lateral Correlation Demarcation Frequency:
Similarly this is determined from Equation (33) by putting:
o. ,s I<l, /uc = 2.0 1¢1/
(_ = 2.80 Uc/8
or eddy wavelength (in stream direction):
2-ff
X - 2.8 Uc/8_ = 2.24 8
X _ 28
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Bull obtains the same result in Reference 3 , although by a slightly different
argument. From this result and some other experimental measurements Bull
suggests (in Reference 3) that the turbulent boundary layer pressure field consists
of two families of pressure eddies. One family comprises small scale fluctuation
components convected near to the wall which lose coherence in the time taken
for them to be convected about 4 wavelengths. Their longitudinal and lateral
narrow band correlations are functions of g_/U and w_/U respectively.
C C
The other family comprises large scale fluctuations (associated with motion at
distances greater than 0.1 to 0.15 6 from the wall) which lose coherence as
a group. The rate of loss of coherence is independent of wavelength and these
eddies persist for much longer times than the small scale fluctuations .
The demarcation between large and small pressure eddies occurs at a longitudinal
convection wavelength of about 26; the fact that both narrow band longitudinal
and lateral correlation measurements (Figures 23 and 24) and empirical fits
{Equations (32) and (33)] give this result adds confidence in the consistency
of these results.
For calculations of panel response at supersonic speeds, narrow band space
correlation data for supersonic turbulent boundary layers are not readily avail-
able at the present time; however, some broad band longitudinal and lateral
space correlation functions have been measured (Reference 17). It is observed
(Figure 27) that the longitudinal space correlation functions at Mach numbers
of 0.59 and 3.45 (when the data from Reference 17 are corrected for momen-
tum thickness and convection velocities-see Figure 28) collapse well on the
parameter _/U . This suggests that Equations (25) and (26) are probably
• C .
good emp,rical express,ons for the correlation functions at supersonic as well as
subsonic speeds.
The turbulent boundary layer may be regarded (Figure 29) as a gradually
decaying pressure field convected downstream with a velocity (U) somewhat
less than that of free-stream (U) . The convect,on velocity ,s higher for large0
eddies (associated with low frequencies (g) and is about 0.9 Uo for subsonic
flow; for small eddies (associated with high frequencies _) the convection
velocity is lower and is asymptotlc to Uc = 0.6 Uo, for subsonic flow. This
is because the large eddies are situated near the edge of the boundary layer and
the small eddies near to the wall (Figure 30). The mean (or wlde-band) con-
vection velocity is about 0.8 for subsonic flow. Figure 28 extracted from
Reference 6, shows the variation of mean convection velocity with Mach
number and this mean velocity is used in the structural calculations. It should
be noted that more recent results (Reference 17) demonstrate an increase in
U from 0.6 U at subsonic speeds to 0.95 U at supersonic speeds. Also,
c o o
convection velocity has been shown (Reference 3) to depend also upon frequency
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3.1.2
and spatial separationof the measuring transducers. There is therefore, some
doubt as to the correct value of U to use. Further experimental study isc
required of this phenomenon and awaiting this, the results of Figure 28 have
been utilized.
Response of Panels to Turbulent Boundary Layer Pressure Fluctuations
For a turbulent boundary layer the cross correlation function R (x,y,x',y';u)
P
which may be written as a product of Equations (32) and (33) may be written
in the form:
Rp(x,y,x',y';(a) = e-SXI_1-co,(Yx_)-e-_y I_lcos(_,y _) (34)
where: = + 0.265 a/88x O. 10 _/U c
_'x _ a/Uc
= _/a = _-_'
= x/a
6y = 2ub/Uc +
7y 0
7 = y/b
2b/6 ,_
(35)
For a cross correlation function of the form of Equation (34) Wilby shows in
Reference 3 that Equation (20) integrates to give (for a simply-supported panel):
J2mn(_)) = 4C_xC_y/(mn_2)2 (36)
where:
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x1
Z_2
X
l x[me-Sx cos  ,xl - mlT+ 4(-1)mqxe 8Xsln Yx + T rx X
A
x
PX
qx
r
x
[1 \m_'jr
2
,
1+
(37)
t
and _y, Ay, py, qy, and
x is replaced by y and m
r are given by Equations
Y
by n.
(37) above where
The method used by Wilby involves a rather long tedious algebraic manipulation
and Crocker and White derive the same results, by a much simpler method in
Reference 11. However, the results are presented in Equations (36) and (37)
in the form given by Wilby for convenience of digital computer evaluation. The
computer program which was used to compute Equations (23) and (24), making
use of Equations (35), (36) and (37), is given in Appendix A.
Evaluations of Equations (23) and (24) , by the computer program discussed in
Appendix A, were made for the panel and flow conditions used in the experiment
(although the panel had to be assumed simply supported). The theoretical com-
putations and comparisons between theoretical predictions and experimental
measurements are discussed in Section 4.0 of this report.
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DISCUSSION
Theoretical Computations of Panel Response
Using the theory developed in Section 3.0 of this report (Equations (23), (24), and
(35) through (37)) and the computer program (Appendix A) designed to evaluate
this theory_ calculations were made which should be representative of the response
of the panel to the turbulent boundary layer flow of the experimental setup. How-
ever, it should be noted that in the experiment, the panel was designed to have
fully-flxed edges_ while the theory assumes slmply-supported edges.
The inputs which were assumed for the experiment, and hence the computer program,
were:
a : 41n. : 1/3 ft.
b : 8 in. : 2/3 ft.
E = 4.07 x 109 Ib/ft. 2
h = 0.005 in. = 0.000417ft.
I = 121 (1) (0.005) 3 = 10.42x 10-9 in.3
Uc = 144 x 0.8 =
1Q : _ : 50
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p = 480 lb./it.3 =
p : 0.200 Ib ./ft.z
v = 0.28
x/a = 0.5
y/'b : 0.5
8 = 12 in.
115.2 fps = 1382.4 ips
0.278 lb./in .3
= 0.00139 Ib./in.2 = ph
Using these inputs Equation (2) may be written (after some rearrangement) to give
the resonance frequencies for the panel used in the experiment (assuming simple-
supported edges); thus,
m n 2 p (1 - v z) (38)
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Th US :
[ 'fmn = 29.2 m 2 1 + --_ (39)
fll = 36.5 Hz.; f = 1025Hz.; f = 10,54OHz.
611 19,1
f = 1040Hz.; f = 10,170 Hz.
I ,12 1 ,38
The computer program was run twice, once to calculate panel displacement and
acceleration up to 1,000 Hz. and second to calculate response up to I0,000 Hz.
The second run was mainly to study the effects of longitudinal coincidence which
was expected to occur at about 1,000 Hz. (see discussion below). Since the
center of the panel was chosen (x/a = y,/b = 0.5) only odd modes were included
in the computer calculation. From the frequencies calculated above, for the first
computer run, m was allowed to assume values of 1, 3, and 5, and n, values of
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, a total of 18 modes only. In this first computer run, since
the number of modes summed was small the frequency increments were kept small
in order to increase the accuracy of calculations (0.25 Hz. up to 250 Hz, and
1 Hz. from 250 to 1,000 Hz.). In the second computer run, m was allowed to
assume values of 1, 3, 5, .... 17, 19, and n, values of 1, 3, 5, .... 35,
37, a total of 171 modes being summed for each response point against frequency
calculated. In order to reduce computation time the frequency increments were
increased, particularly at high frequencies, ( 1 Hz. up to 250 Hz., 2 Hz. from
250 Hz. to 1,000 Hz. and 10 Hz. from 1,000 Hz. to 10,000 Hz.). It was found,
however, that the two computer runs gave identical plots (over the same frequency
ranges covered) except for the first made which was predicted more accurately by
the first computer run. Thus the two computer runs have been combined into the
two figures showing displacement and acceleration response (in Figures 31 and 32
respectively).
It is noticed that the programs were run with a value of boundary layer thickness
6 = 12 in. Thls was an error, as it was intended to run the program with a more
representative value of 6 = 1, or 2 in. This error probably results in a small
increase in the estimated response of the first few panel modes and will be eliminated
in future runs.
The panel response at the first resonance was checked by a hand calculation and
agreed closely with the response calculated by the computer program.
Longitudinal Coincidence
The most striking aspect of panel response to turbulent boundary layer pressure
fluctuations is longitudinal coincidence. This occurs when the longitudinal
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bending wave propagation velocity in the panel equals the velocity of convection
of the pressure disturbances.
Using the notation and panel dimensions used above and in Appendix C, the reson-
ance frequencies of the panel (assumed slmply-supported) are (see above):
= _ E I 1 + (38)
fmn 2- "(1 -v 2 )
[ 'Cn;]fmn = 29.2 m2 1 +_ (39)
But for coincidence, the convection velocity (see Reference 9):
Uc Cm )_m fm (40)
U = (2 a/m) f (4 I)
c m
where
X
m
f
m
bending wave length of the m-th longitudinal mode of the
panel.
resonance frequency of the m-th longitudinal mode of the
panel
29.2 m2 .
With a convection velocity of 144 x 0.8 = 115.2 fps
Uc = (2 a/m) fm
115.2x 12 = (2x4/m) (29.2m2), m ,_, 6
(41)
f _ 29.2 (6) 2 1050 Hz.
colnc.
The two computer plots of panel response shown in Figures 31 and 32 do indeed
show that the acceleration and displacement power spectral density drop off con-
siderably after this frequency.
One feature of the panel response not included in the present theory was the effect
of non-llnearities due to membrane stiffness. This effect becomes significant when
the displacement of the panel exceeds the panel thickness. Typically the panel
displacement was about 6 times the thickness for the first mode response. Approximate
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4.2
calculations suggest that the displacement of the first mode will be reduced by a
factor of about 2 over that predicted. Higher order modes are relatively unaffected.
Comparison of Experimental Results with Theoretical Predictions
Figures 19 and 20 present the raw experimental data on panel displacement spectrum
without normalization by the acoustic pressure spectrum given in Figures 9 and 10.
When the data are normalized and compared to the theoretical results given in
Figure 31, the latter are found to be appreciably higher. A number of reasons exist
for this discrepancy which may be summarized as fol lows:
• The panel response was very likely nonlinear due to the very
small thlckness-to-span ratio.
• Buckling or "oil canning" of the panel is expected to contribute
to a reduced response.
The experimental data in Figures 19 and 20 indicate that the panel
resonance corresponded more nearly to a simply supported panel than
a clamped panel as intended. Although this is the same boundary
condition used for the theoretical plots, the effect of radiation
damping, calculated in Appendix C for the simply supported panel,
indicates that the panel Q should be no more than about 8 instead
of 50 as assumed for the theory.
The validity of the acoustic spectrum is in question as discussed in
Section 2.3 so that the effective acoustic pressure spectrum on the
panel is in doubt.
It is also seen (in Figures 9 and 10) that the pressure frequency
spectrum achieved in the experiment was not typical of a normal
turbulent boundary layer, and it is probable that the pressure
spatial correlation patterns set up in the experiment were dissimilar
to those assumed in the theoretical analysis. This fact will obviously
affect panel response and attention will have to be given to investi-
gating the boundary layer pressure fluctuation spectrum and pressure
correlation pattern, in more detail, in future work.
Clearly, there are several important disagreements between the theory and the
experiment. Unfortunately, there has not been sufficient time available to eliminate
all the problems associated with the experimental measurements. A more detailed
study is recommended based on a knowledge of the difficulties found in the work to
date.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
A powerful theoretical method has been developed which predicts slmply-supported
panel response to turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations. The analysis has
been programmed for computation by a digital computer and computer plots of panel
response and a listing of the program are presented in thls report. Considerable
progress has been made in understanding the statistical properties of the turbulent
boundary pressure fluctuations which must be determined for theoretically predicting
panel response to turbulence (Section 3). For full scale structures, it is now realized
that it is necessary to apply a weighting function to the empirical expressions for the
narrow band pressure space correlations, in order to prevent correlation lengths much
greater than the boundary layer thickness being predicted (a physically unlikely
situation).
Considerable success has been achieved in setting up suitable repeatable separated
flow which will be required for later panel response measurements and the basic
flow patterns have been externally examined. However, some difficulties have
been experienced in panel response measurements. These difficulties are associated
with the non-uniformltles of the panel tested, and the results are not typical of
uniform panels. However, the experimental techniques required have been developed
successfully during the present work. Repetition of the experiments with a more
uniform panel can be expected to give useful data. The theoretical analysis is now
highly developed, and confirmation of the theoretical results by an experiment will
be of much value.
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APPENDIXA
LOGIC FORTHEDIGITAL COMPUTERPROGRAMTO CALCULATESTRUCTURAL
RESPONSETO TURBULENTBOUNDARYLAYERPRESSUREFLUCTUATIONS
A computer program was written to calculate the ratio of displacement power spectral density
to pressure spectral density, and acceleration power spectral density to pressure spectral
density, for any point on the panel, as given by Equations (23) and (24), respectively. The
subroutine JMN (Omega) given on the last page of the computer listing calculates the joint-
acceptance as given by Equations (35) through (37). A Flow Chart of the computer program
is given in Figure A 1. A listing of the computer program is given in Figure A2.
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MAIN ROUTINE
Inputs /Data
I
I ,_wo:0i
(
Calculates
8x, Yx'
8
Y
Call JMN )
I
Return
AM =: m
ANn ]
Calculates
gm n, H2
Calculates I N° A Yes I Calculates
Figure A 1 .
_Outputs 1 _-_
Sw/S p or Sw/S p
Sums I
Sw/S p or ]__
S._/Sp
No
Yes
Modifies
Data for
Output
Outt_ts
Plot
ITWO
"_Yes
Flow Chart for Computer Program
SUBROUTINE
JMN
Start )
J
Calculates !
Ax' Px' qx'
rx ' _x
I
Calculates 1Ay, py, ry, C_y
I
i Calculates ]
j2
mn
I
34
_200 _ORTPAN (2,i)
P_NG_A _ TU_B
PA_EL _;E£PONSE TO TUqRULENT @OUNnARY LAYFR PRESSURF FLUCTUATIONS,
ANALYSIS BY MALCOLM CROCKEP.., .... PROGRAMMING @Y DAVE WARGROVE,
CO_I_N AJ(2D,40),AWmAY,BX+_Y,P#+_,PLX,PLY_WmY
1,M,N,E,PI,GjO
COHM_N £W($_OO),OMA(I_O_)
PI=3,14159205
AK3=,3575 $ PITWO=PI_PI $ Pf2OO=pI*440,
CALL OVERFL(1)
ITWO = 0
F=_,_2E _7
PEa[) (50,1ni_) _'UM,_EL
nFl_=t2,
_EADt60,IO_I) _jN
WRfT6 (61_¶OtO) RNIIM,DEL
_'RIT¢ (5q,_0!.0} RNHM,D_L
',!RTT_ (61RlONi) _N
CAt. L REA_CON
PFAO(6QmIOQO) UC_]MU,TI_X,Y,DOMA=OMAMAW,PLW_PLY=_
fT',!O = [T_n÷t
CUT3=OMAMAYm_OOOO.*PI $ M=t9 $ N=37
_PLI=P._Pl
DFI 2=4._PI
PELZ]=?q.*P[
?UTI=5_O.*Pl
RUT2=2_O_,*P!
AKt=AK?=[._
AK4=9.
_(_ )=I.0
PIX=OI-X t PIY=PI*Y SPI_=PlePI $O_=O*O SG?=_*_
qQPXTI=_ORTF(XII) t Sf_RYII=_QRT¢(YII)
_y=O.
K=K÷I,
AY=2.*AK_*n_(w)/UC *2./D_
CAl L J_NeO,'E";A)
YM=.t
mO 190 I:l,M,2
YM:X4+2.
YN:-I
nO I_0 .J:I,N,2
_:mI?* SO_TF(G*EIT_U_
TE_P=((X_4*_M)/(PEX*PLX))*S_R_II _XN*XNeSORYII/(Pl Y'PLY)
W:W_TE_P
;*f2=W*W _ Lq4:W2_N p
PSf=_IN(YM_PIX/PLX)*qIN(_N*PfY/PLY)
PSf2:PSI-PRI { TE_P:OMA(K}/N
W2=I./((_..(_MA(K)/W}**2)**2 ÷ T_MP*T_MP/Og)
Figure A2 Listing of Computer Program
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GO TO (87=88} ITwO
87 TEMP=G2*PSI2*AJ(IRJ)*H_/(TMU2*,O625*W4)
00 TO 9t
88 TEMP=P_I2*AJ(I=J}*N2 / (THU2 * W4 * ,0625)
TEMP=TEMP * OMA(K) **4
91 GO T_ (90,100} mSSWTCHF(_)
90 WRITe (61,1002) TEMP,IjJ,OMA(K)
100 SW(K)=SW(K)*TEMP
IF (OMA(K}.LE,CUT1) 120R120
110 OMA(K*I)©OMA(K)*DEL1 S GO TO 10
120 IF (OMA(K).LE,CUT2) 130,14n
13n _MA(K÷I)©OMA(K) * _EL2 $ G_ TO In
140 IF (OMA(K),LE,CUT3} 142.14_
142 OMA(K,I)aOMA(K) * _EL3 $ G_ TO 10
146 CONTINUE
CALL PRINTCON
WRITE (61,1005) (SW(1),I=I_K)
WRIT_(61_lO03) SW(K),OMA(K)
WRIT_ (61,1005) (OMA(1),Im_,K)
DO 150 I=loK
OMA(1)=ALOG(OMA(1)*5.00/PI)*P.O*.43429448
150 SW(1)=ALOG(SW(1)*I.0E-O2)*.434P944R
WRITE(61,1003) SW(K).OMA(K)
CALL PLOTCON
CALL LOGAXIS(O.O,6.0,1.0,1.0oO)
CALL PLOT(O.Oj6.O,-3}
CALL LOGAXIS(O.O,6.0,1.D,I.0,O)
CALL LOGAXIS(8.0,O.O,2.0.2.0oO)
DO 170 J=loK
IF (OMA(J).LT.RNUM) 17ne160
170 CONTINIJE
160 X=OMA(J)-BNUM
CALL PLOT (XjSW(J),3)
DO 165 KK=J,K
Y=OHA(KK)-_NIJM
26_ CALL PLOT (X,SW(KK},2)
CALL Pl_OT(O.O,8.O,-3)
_ALL PRINTCON
IF (TTWO.GF,?) 300,1
300 CONTINUE
WRTTF(59e1004)
STriP
1000 RORMAT(SE16,_)
1001 FORMAT(ST3}
I002 FORMAT(5X21HTHE VALUE OF W_IWP ISEI6.B,BH,
15X,11H AND OME_A=,_X,_I6,8)
1003 FORMAT(SX,6HSWtSP=E16,R_SXAHOMEGA=_I6,R/)
1004 FORMAT(SXJ7HTHE FNB/)
100_ FORMAT (lOX.7E_6,8./)
1010 FORMAT (2FI0,0)
ENn
3200 FORTRAN DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS - FOR
FOR
TURB
M=I_,fH AND N=I_.
Nn ERRORS
Figure A2 (Continued)
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SUBROUTINE JMN(OMEQA)
COMMON AJ(20,40}'AXmAYmBX'RY_P_'N'PLXePL YRWeY
1,M,N'E,PI,Q,O
DIMENSION XX(20)_YY(40)
DIMENSION _MA(_)
K=I $ OMA(K)=OM_GA
AXLX=AX*PLX
QXLX=BX*PLX
XM=_$.$ AXLX2=AXLX*AXLW $ PLX2= RXLX*BXLX
DO 10 l=i,M,_
XMmX_*2,
ROT=_M*PI $ 8OT2=ROT*BOT
A2=A_LX2/BOT2
R2=BLX_/BDT2
TEMP=I,*A2+B_
TEMP2=TEMptTEMP
DX=T_MP2-4,*R2
TEMPI=I,*A2_2
TEMP3=TEMPI*TEMP_
PX=TFMP3_4,=A2*B2
GX=AXLX*RXLX*TEMP1/BOT2
VX=AXLX*TEMP/BOT
GO Tn (5,10) _SSWTCH_(1)
5 WRIT@(61P%n01) DX,PX,GXjVX_I
WRITE (61,1003) OMFGA
10 XX(1)=_,Ot(DX**2}*(PX*(I,O-(-%,O)**I*EXP('AXLX)*_OS(RXLX})
I+4,0*GX*(.I,0)**I*EXP(-AXLX)*SIN(BXLX)*BOT/2IOeVW*DX)
AYLY=AY*PLY
_YLY=BY*PLY
DO 20 t=1.N_2
XNmX_*2,
J=!
POT=_N*PI
A2m(AYLY/BO?)**2
R2=(gYLY/BOT)**2
Dy=(¢,O.A2+B_)**2°4,0*B2
PY=(_,O*A2-B2)**_-4,0*A2*B_
GYI(AYLYIBOT).(BYLYIROT)*(I,n*A2_B2}
VY=AYLYIBOT*(%,O*A2÷R2)
@0 TO (15,20) ,SSWTCHF(1)
15 WRITP(61jIO00) DY,PY,GYeVYjl
WRIT_ (61m_003) OMFGA
20 yy(I}=I,0/(DY**2)*(pY*(1,0.(.1,0)**J*EXP(-AYLY)*_O_(BYLY))
1.4,O*GY*(.I,B)**J*EXP(-AYLY)*SIN(BYLY)eBOT/2,0tVY*DY}
nO 3q I=I,M_2
AMuA_*2°
ANn.I,
DO 3_ J=I,N_2
AN=AM*2,
AJ(I=J)= 4.0*XX(I)eYY(J)/((AMeAN*PI**2)**2}
_0 TO (25,30) ,SSwTCHF(1}
CONTINUE
RETURN
FORMATtSXlIHDY_PY_GY,VY/(4F16,R=I3))
FORM&T(SXllHDX=PX,GX=VX/(4FI_,8=I3))
FORMAT(SX,_2HJMN(OMA)_I_J/(E16,8=213))
FORMAT (SX.6HOMEGA=,IX=E16.8)
FND
25
.30
1000
100_.
1_03
Figure A2 (Concluded)
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APPENDIX C
RADIATION DAMPING FOR A PANEL MOUNTED IN THE WALL OF A WIND TUNNEL
It has been observed experimentally when panels are mounted in one wall of a wind tunnel
or of a progressive wave section of an acoustic testing facility that the first mode of the panel
is highly damped if the ratio of the area of the panel to the duct cross-sectlonal area becomes
appreciable.
Bozich (in Reference 18) has studied this phenomenon theoretically by considering the radiation
impedance of a "modal" piston mounted in the wall of a seml-lnfinitely long duct of constant
cross-sectlonal area. The result is found that the magnitude of the acoustic radiation critical
damping ratio is proportional to the ratio oF panel area to the duct cross-sectional area, in-
versely proportional to the square of panel thickness, and decreases rapidly with increasing
mode number.
In the design of this experiment, it was decided that the acoustic damping experienced by the
panel mounted in the wall of the wind tunnel should not exceed the range of normal structural
damping. The critical damping ratio normally experienced by structure is in the range of
0.005 to 0.02. For the purposes of the analysis the wind tunnel was assumed to be a semi-
infinite duct (the impedance of the fan end being assumed infinite).
For a slmply-supported panel Bozlch derives the following theoretical result for the acoustic
radiation critical damping ratio 8rmn :
ocEl8 = k m -- (C 1)r 6 n ,-pmn IT
where k the non-dlmenslonal parameter is given by:
a 2 b2
k = (C 2)
m n h2 m2 n2 (b2 m2 + a2 n2 )
and where:
a
b
C
E
length of panel
w idth of panel
speed of sound in air
Young's modulus of elasticity
4O
hm
n =
S =
r
p =
PO =
thickness of panel
panel mode number in length direction (x-direction)
panel mode number in width direction (y-directlon)
cross-sectional area of duct
density of panel
density of air
v = Poisson's ratio.
For a clamped-clamped panel Bozich derives the following approximate theoretical result for
the acoustic radiation critical damping ratio 6rl! (for the first mode):
[a4: []6rll 100.8 kl ! E p (C3)
where the symbols used are as defined above. It is observed that on comparing Equations
(C 1) and (C3), the acoustic damping is appreciably less for a clamped-clamped panel than
for a simply-supported panel of the same dimensions. This is mainly due to the increase in
frequency which results when the panel is clamped instead of simply-supported. In fact, if
slmply-supported and clamped-clamped panels of the same material are chosen having the
same length and width, but with different thicknesses, so that their fundamental frequencies
are the same, then Equations (C 1) and (C3) show that the predicted acoustic damping is
approximately the same for the two panels.
Numerical Evaluation:
Equations (C 1) and (C3) were evaluated using the following values for a steel panel mounted
in the tunnel wall:
a = 4 in. = 1/3 ft.
b = 8 in. = 2/3 ft.
c = 1120 fps
E = 4.08 x 109 Ib ./ft .2
h = 0.0051n. = 0.000417ft.
m = 1
n = 1
41
rp =
PO --
v --
Pinned-Pinned Panel:
Using the values given above
(ab/Sr) = 0.1
kll = 0.512 x 10
and thus from Equation (C 1):
8 = 0.0613
ri 1
32x 10 = 320 in 2
480 Ib./ft 3
0.0766 Ib ./ft .3
0.28
[from Equation (C 2)]
Clamped-Clamped Panel:
Again using the above values from Equation (C 3)
8 = 0.01825.
r
I1
The value of acoustic damping calculated for a clamped-clamped panel was thought to be
acceptable since it is within the range of structural damping (0.005 to 0.02) discussed above•
Thus it was decided to make the test panel 4 by 8 by 0.005 in. in dimensions.
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Figure 1. View of Working Section of Wind Tunnel, Showing Bell Mouth
Intake, Multitube Manometer and Adjustable Separated Flow
Working Section Installed.
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Figure 2. Adjustable SeparatedFlowWorking Section, ShowingReverse
Flow Boundary-LayerPitot Tubeand Pitchand Yaw Sensitive
Pitot TubeandAlso PressureEquallzatlon Box.
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Figure 13. Four in. by 8 in. by 0.005 in. Steel Panel Mounted in 18 1/2 in. by 32 in.
by 3/8 in. Stiffened Aluminum Panel Mount in Working Section of Tunnel.
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Figure 14. Steel PanelMountedin AluminumPanelMount (ShowingL-Section Stiffeners).
PanelUndergoingNormal IncidenceAcousticTestto DetermineResonance
Frequencies.
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Figure 17.
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Frequency f - Hz.
Spectral Density (2 Hz. Bandwidth) of Panel Displacement at Panel
Center of Panel Subjected to Acoustic Waves Arriving at Normal
Incidence.
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Figure 18.
Frequency f- Hz.
Spectral Density (2 Hz. Bandwidth) of Panel Displacement at Panel
Center of Panel Subjected to Acoustic Waves Arr_vlng at Grazing
Incidence.
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F|gure 19. Spectral Density (2 Hz. Bandwidth Measurement) of D|splacement
of C_nter of Panel Subiected to Attached Turbulent Boundary Layer
PressureFluctuations Measured with Capacitance Pick-up. (Uo= 144 fps).
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FTgure 20.
Frequency f - Hz.
Spectral Density (2 Hz. Bandwidth Measurement) of Displacement of
Center of Panel Subjected to Attached Turbulent Boundary Layer
Pressure Fluctuations Measured with Wyle Velocity Pick-up• (Uo = 144 fps)
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Figure 21. Longitudinal Narrow Band Wall Pressure Space Correlation
for Subsonic Flow, (from Reference 5).
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Figure 22. Lateral Narrow Band Wall Pressure Space Correlation
for Subsonic Flow (from References 3, 5, and 15).
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Figure 26. Asymptotic Values of Narrow-Band Lateral Pressure Correlation
Amplitudes at _ _/U c (g) = 0 (from Reference 3)
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Figure 28. The convection Speed Ratio (from Reference 18)
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Figure 29. Convected Correlation Pressure Pattern of a Turbulent Boundary Layer
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Figure 30. Boundary Layer Profile Showing Eddies and Convection Velocities
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Figure 31 .
Frequency 1,000 f - Hz.
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Theoretical Displacement Response of Center of Simply-Supported
Panel to Turbulent Boundary Layer Pressure Fluctuations (U ° = 144 fps)
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Figure 32. Theoretical Acceleration Response of r of S_mpl ed
Panel to Turbulent Boundary Layer Pressure Fluctuations (Uo = 144 fps)
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